WBPF SINGAPORE PRE-SELECTION OF ATHLETES FOR THE 12TH SOUTH EAST ASIAN BODYBUILDING CHAMPIONSHIPS & PHYSIQUE SPORTS

WBPF Singapore received official recognition from the Registrar of Societies (Ministry of Home Affairs) on January 23, 2014.

The association under the leadership of President Dennis Tew and Secretary Andrew Johnson and their Committee took the challenge to organize the 12th South East Asian Bodybuilding and Physique Sports championships in Singapore to be held from 13 to 16 June, 2014. The final is on 15th June (Sunday) at the National University of Singapore (NUS) Cultural Centre.
The Executive Committee of the WBPF Bodybuilding and Physique Sports Association Singapore is a newly formed body but they have able man and woman with great convictions with a mission to fulfill for all Singaporeans.

In July 2014, the 1st WBPF National Championships will be held and the 1st WBPF Mr. Singapore will be crowned. This association will work for the athletes welfare and shall be having many more local and international activities in the Republic of Singapore.

Their next goal is to host the Asian Championships in Singapore. WBPF and ABBF is truly proud of this new crop of officials who care for the athletes.

The photo was taken on 30th March 2014 at the NUS Temasek Hall during the pre-selection of the athletes for the SEA Championships. These are the brave and courageous athletes who stood for liberty, freedom and democracy; they ignored the threats by some quarters that they will be banned if they take part in WBPF competitions.